
Empowering Digital Supply Chains

It’s easier than ever to digitally transform entire business processes with Activ. Our 
cloud-based, multi-enterprise platform provides painless connectivity with your suppliers, 
customers, distributors and other trading partners. Then we put the data to work for 
you—creating a pathway from integration to visibility to synchronization and ultimately to 
control enabling a digital supply chain. 

Manage Your Supply Chain in Real-Time

Digitize. Visualize. 
Synchronize.

Our customers improve operational efficiencies and 
effectiveness with:

 Ease of integration and data normalization
 Single system of record for customers,   
      orders, shipments and more
 Real-time supply chain visibility
 Better decisions using machine learning,   
 predictive, and prescriptive analytics
 Rapid identification of exceptions
 Tighter synchronization with partners

Without any capitalized IT costs, you’ll see better 
profitability and performance in just a few short 
weeks.

All in One Platform-as-a-Service
 Available-to-Promise
 Analytics and Reporting
 Claims Management
 Control Tower
 Customer Service Portal
 Demand Sensing and Management
 Delivery-to-Promise
 Distributed Order Management
 Distributor Portal
 Dynamic Forecasting
 eCommerce Fulfillment
 Integration Hub
 Inventory Management
 Inventory Visibility
 Multi-enterprise Supply Chain   
 Business Network
 Operational Visibility
 Single System of Record
 Smart Data Hub
 Smart ASN
 S&OP
 Supplier Portal
 Workforce Management
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Companies are embarking on a path to digitally transform their supply chain, but 
most lack a solid foundation to get there. With ActiVate’s cloud-based platform, 
we can help you:

 Connect with anyone—suppliers, 
 distributors or logistics providers
 Speed eCommerce and          
 omnichannel 
 strategies
 Modernize legacy 
 systems
 Share anything—
 forecasts, 
 schedules 
 and S&OP—in real-time
 Gain end-to-end 
 supply chain visibility

Integrate & Normalize
Our rapid connectivity eliminates internal 
and external data silos and ensures proper 
processing produces a single version of 
the truth whether orders, inventory, status, 
or shipments. Take advantage of 
ActiVate's machine learning to parse, 
cleanse, normalize and extend data.

Visualize & Maximize
Today’s supply chain requires real-time 
visibility of supplier schedules, forecasts, 
inventory, capacity, orders, shipments and 
transportation movements. Our 
cloud-based platform facilitates rapid 

A Foundation for Digital Transformation

identification of events and exceptions with 
real-time alerts tailored to each user. 

Synchronize & Manage
From customer portals to supplier portals, 
from demand to order management, and 
from inventory management to 
e-commerce, we help synchronize supply 
chain processes. And you benefit from 
smoother supply chain execution with 
machine learning, predictive, and 
prescriptive analytics.

Visit ActivTech.com today to learn more.


